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Please confirm that this is the first and only time that
you are taking this questionnaire being conducted by the
college.
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Course You are pursuing.

65 responses

Presently you are studying in

65 responses

Q. 1 How much syllabus was covered in the classes?

65 responses

Q 2. How did you find the teachers' preparation for the
classes?
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Q 3. How well were the teachers able to communicate in
the classes?

65 responses

Q 4. how did you find the teacher's approach to
teaching?

65 responses

Q 5. How did you find the internal assessment?

65 responses

Q 6. How often was your performance in internal
assessment discussed by the teacher?

65 responses

Copy

Extremely effective
Fairly effective
Satisfactorily effective
Not at all effective.
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Q 7. Did the teachers inform you about course and
programme outcomes?

65 responses

Q 8. Did the college promote internships, student
exchange and field trips?

65 responses

Q 9. Does the teaching learning environment in the
college promote cognitive, social and emotional growth?

65 responses

Copy
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Q 10. Do teachers do a follow up of the task assigned to
you and help you in completing it on time?

65 responses

Q 11. Does the college provide you with opportunities to
grow?

65 responses

Q 12. Do the teachers illustrate the concepts through
examples and applications?

65 responses
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Q 13. Do the teachers identify your strengths and
encourage you with providing right level of challenges?

65 responses

Q 14. Are the teachers able to identify your weaknesses
and help you to overcome them?

65 responses

Q 15. Does the college make efforts to engage students
in the monitoring, review and continuous quality
improvement of the teaching learning process?

65 responses

Copy
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Q 16. Do teachers use student centric methods, such as
experiential learning, participative learning and problem-
solving methodologies for enhancing learning
experiences?

65 responses

Q 17. Do teachers encourage you to participate in
extracurricular activities?

65 responses

Q 18. Were the ICT tools used by the teachers to teach
adequate?

65 responses
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Q 19. Were efforts made by the institute/ teachers to
inculcate soft skills, life skills and employability skills to
make you ready for the world of work?

65 responses

Q 20. The overall quality of teaching-learning process in
your institute is very good.

65 responses

Copy
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No64.6%
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Copy
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Give three observations/ suggestions to improve the overall teaching
– learning experience in your college.

40 responses

Promote extra curricular
Teach industry demanding skills
Regular placement drives

teachers shouldn’t disgrace students to join society
they should focus on how to excel soft skills and other life skills other than
focusing on academic only

A lot of time is wasted in setting up projectors. There are teachers who just
read out of the ppts. They should put a little more effort in explaining it.
Students also need to maintain the discipline during classes.

A councellor for students,sports society in college,interaction class in
college for students,

More Student to student interaction with students of different courses.
Good mentorship (counseling) should be given to students regarding their
courses and goals.
Teachers should discuss about exams and tell students about their
strengths and weaknesses so that they know where and how to improve
themselves....

Promote more inclusive earning
Give less useless assignements
Give more emphasis on practical knowledge

Idk I guess I need sometime to get into college life

1.teachers should cope up with extracurricular activites of student.
2.Provide opportunities for internships of small duration for the regular
experience and skills to be developed in student that help in future
placements.
3.provide mentorship to student for their future goals,as many of them are
still unable to choose their right future goal

I can only give suggestions pertaining to Bcom. Hons. being a student.

1.) Starting with Business Law and Corporate Law, the lectures were
delivered just to complete the syllabus and they were not really interested in
the application part or have a discussion on it giving examples.

2.) Now, for Financial and Corporate Accounting, we were simply told that
most of the syllabus you have already done in Class 11th and 12th, so we'll
just discuss a bit and jump to the new chapters ignoring the fact that the
difficulty of those topics have increased in the college level.

3.) Previously, I was in the commerce society and whenever we asked for
the permission to hold an offline competition or seminar with an industry
expert, the authorities simply use to deny.

4.) No one talks about how to plan the things after bachelors degree be it
higher education or job or how to go about the things after this degree.

5.) When I see other college students (I'm only talking about North Campus
colleges and some good South Campuses) participating in the
competitions and seminars conducted by their colleges only, I feel so
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unfortunate about myself and other KMVians and sometimes, it sounds
true when people say "You are finished already of you didn't make it to
North Campus" and I'm already feeling that. It feels like a school with which
provides a bachelor's degree and nothing more than that to be very honest
and truly no exposure which a college student should get to boost their
confidence. Nothing! Now, I'm so frustrated that I've simply stopped taking
lectures and attending college because without attending the college also,
it makes no difference. Rather, I've joined other colleges' additional courses
that will surely help me in growing my CV for my further studies. Horrible
experience with KMV. I would never recommend it to anyone.

1. Treating what’s in the curriculum more rigorously

2. Going beyond the curriculum with latest research (as a regular rather
than special practice)

3. Setting up a framework for extensive training in particular specialty areas
which relate to academic and career advancement

Involve more practical lessons relating to the real world
More extra curricular activities will lead to better personality traits

Teachers don't know how to teach, judge students in the basis of their
attendance only, give unnecessary IA

1. Departments should give stake to student bodies in decision making, eg.
Tughlaki rules such as not allowing personal laptops inside computer labs.
2. Providing spaces(actual physical spaces to sit) for healthy discourse and
efforts from the institution for inter departmental and inter college projects.
Desegregation between students and professors(eg. library) so we can
interact much often outside the classes as well, it is important to have a
certain culture in college.
3. Departments making efforts in bringing top industry leaders,
academicians and Ph.D scholars for guest lectures. Currently the onus is on
societies and we end up with only alumni.

1.First we should know the ability of Student,do he is getting the concept
which is presenting to them if not we have to focus on that topic for the
students
2. We need to encourage the student. We have to give focus on all students
not on only the students who are getting the topics easily we have to focus
on all students which promotes our education and college and mutual
respect will be generate in students and professors
3. Also we have to develop our mind set we have to start a new & efficient
way of teaching .

.

Try to organise class discussion quiz competition,between different section
of same course every week after completion of one topics . Try to provide
prize 🏆 , encouragement certificate which will boost moral of student for
study . Principle ma' am should come out of their office and try to know
student problems and she should also take part class discussion of
specific subject to give encouragement to student.

Most of the teachers are not capable enough to teach the subject because
they lack thorough knowledge and teching skills. Better screening
procedures before selecting teachers would be helpful.
There should be consequences if the teacher could not finish syllabus on
time because they are never avle to finish syllabus and then students are
burdened with doing everything on their own.
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There should be consequences for those teachers who barely take classes
(a teacher took just 4 classes in the entire semester).

more extra curricular activities can be done.
Have to increase sports activities.
By giving more resources to college societies.

1.The teachers should explain programs and problems with more details
and with real life experiences.
2.projector in classes sometimes doesn't work.
3.Practical work should be more then theoretical.

1. There is fair little in the name of grievance redressal in this college, and
some of the decisions made by the administrative staff are downright
baffling (eg: keeping the main gate closed for students).
2. Internal assessment and practical guidelines need to be made less
obtuse. The purpose of assessment is to IMPROVE students’ understanding
of core concepts, not score them poorly out of spite without explaining how
they could improve.
3. One of the staff members was consistently rude to me and my
classmates, making attending any lectures taken by her an absolute hassle.
I was scared to attend her classes, lest she belittle me or my peers. If this is
the caliber of educators this institution feels warranted to hire, there’s
something fundamentally wrong with its approach education.

Overall, the quality of professors varies widely within the department, with
some heinous exceptions overshadowing the excellent professors who
clearly serve as the backbone of the department.

Promoting students for extra curricular activities.
Lack of college societies and negligence in students initiative to introduce
one.
Encouraging more activities in college.

Holding either new sets of recruitment or providing them proper training
should help them inculcate better approaches.
Enhancing the methods of redressal; complaints are not taken seriously
and there's a lack of consideration.
Making administrative staff more empathetic and sensible ought to
decrease the level of stress endured for trivial matters like admit cards and
ID cards, wherein students are supposed to automatically know about
things which are never relayed and then undergo utter aggressive
behaviour.

Provide more fruitful assignments that aren’t redundant handwritten work
which are a huge waste of time. Please increase focus on individual
research projects that prepare us for the competitive .

Teachers are not involved with us during our practical classes ,we are just
following the steps given in our practical books we are not getting a chance
to learn new things and apparatus are also not in good condition

Teacher always assume that students knows this because this is helpful for
teacher and they did not do any efforts but students not know the basic and
teachers continue his syllabus fastly. Teacher should always less talk and
more write when to teach some question solution. And give some examples
also.

Use of Smart board
Preparatory Notes provided to students
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1. Gym must be equipped with all equipment at least it should have all that
ground lev machines
2. Maintenance of trees and plants around the becuase it helpful cooling
the college surrounding in summers
3. College must support college societies for students to go up in there
respective interests

1) Teachers should

College should focus on other soft skills and ECA along with focusing on
Academics

the teachers in Psychology department just promote rote learning, and one
of the teachers, Dr. Mona Ranga's teaching style is not at all effective. the
assignments she gives are not at all helpful and her behavior is also not
good with us.

1). Teachers should teach practical subjects on boards not by dictating
2). Teachers should cover the syllabus even there is 6 or 7 students present
because they are reaching college to study.
3). College should make the class rooms less of ACs.
4). Internships related to all fields should be initiated, information regarding
internships rarely reach to us.

Pls talk about internship opportunities
Skills that would help us in future
Pls maintain consistency in teaching

Teachers should have the relevant qualifications for the paper they teach.
The teacher should be held accountable for the availability and quality of
their classes.
A teacher working in the psychology department should not at least be
asking students to jump off the balcony.

To maintain what they are right now

Firstly, TEACH.
Take classes.
Don't just rely on students to give the presentations and consider the
syllabus covered.
Take responsibility.

1) Investment should be made in Infrastructure heavily. (as the projectors
and computers and overall condition of the classrooms and benches are
not at all capable to provide basic learning)

2) There is a need to fix the timings of the classes as there should not be
any class after 2 pm because many students come from far away places
and it takes 2 hours to reach home and vice versa so at last classes should
end at 2 pm and not 5 pm which is happening right now.

3) Library should be available at all time because almost all the time the
library in our college is closed due to some reasons like protest. Which
should not happen because it's the students that suffers.

If teachers can interact with students and ask them questions frequently
during the class and assign each student a topic to explain it in front of the
whole class I think this would develop the self confidence in students and
students won't hesitate asking questions in the class and generates intrest
in the class. I think asking questions to students during the class creates
fair competition in the class and every one pay much attention to the class,
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I saw many teachers just come and just give lecture and assumed students
got it and don't ask questions, that is the problem no question means no
interaction
Questions develops a challenge in students mind which helps him to think
and concentrate, this is the key tell all the teachers to ask questions to the
class so often during the lectures sometimes randomly select any student
and ask them.
I want to tell my experience of a teacher of my school days, she was a
english teacher , what made her a good teacher is that is ask so many
questions to students about the topic, says " tomorrow i will ask questions
to all of you about this or that topic tomorrow and you wouldn't believe but
whole class read the topic happily and answer them i am the weak student
at that time because it is hard to learn for me that time but because of that
teacher made me feel eager to face the question that are challenged to me
and increased my memory power and concentration.

The bond between the students and teachers is created by trust ,yup you
heard that right of students feels that the teachers who is in front of them
can answer every doubt of his or her and can ask them questions and
appreciate them this would be very good.
I am not from phycology but I read some psychology books and found that
it anyone appreciate other person that generates an eagerness within the
other person to maintain that confidence. So tell students not to
demotivate students and appreciate them for each small improvements
this would help the students lot more.
I saw, teachers says they will clear the doubt but when asked they
demotivate students by explaining thier incompetence.
This whole thing is an eternal truth.

Also tell teachers to smile in the class, that serious face make them less
approachable if a person have a smile on its face it conveys his or her
friendly behaviour and make them more approachable.
I want to tell my experience of a teacher, I would not name, but but there is
a soothing friendly smile on her face every time she teaches us that creates
her so approachable that even within a week no hesitation to ask questions
ever faced me, no nervousness nothing and increased respect of this
teacher in everyone eyes.

This this the observation and my suggestions from my experience that I
observed from my teachers who are like God for me, i respect my teachers
if there is any point that you fined offensive please pardon me and please
accept my apology please consider each point, they are very important
these small steps can make our education system much better because art
of teaching is not just about how to teach but also lies in art of expression ,
body language, openness and understanding.

Thank you 🙏

I would request the teachers to inform the students one day prior if the
there is no class the next day. Many times, it has happened that the
students have reached college by travelling for an hour or 2 hours and then
the message from the teacher arrives that there is no class. I would request
the teachers to be mindful of the fact that they are not the only ones who
are busy. The student's time is equally important as most of them are
involved in other activities or courses other than their respective course. A
student' average total travelling time is 2 hours (to and from) and
sometimes, it can go as high as 4 hours. When this happens, the entire time
,which the student has to now spend travelling, is wasted.

Teachers one on one counselling will be appreciable, interaction more with
the student in the class and off the class with the student for their career,
future planning and for the doubt. Live projects, seminar, and competition
can give a good exposure to a student. Internship offer by college, student
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exchange program are the needs of every student to have an understanding
of how to do work in an organization and a good exposure to a foreign
culture, different dynamic, language will be appreciable.

1 = way of teaching is good
2=Teacher's are coordinating with students
3=Teacher's is good
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